
The witcher stopped, feeling a shiver of anxiety 
running down his neck. There had been absolute 
silence in the forest for some time. The sound of 
the birds that had accompanied him for the last 
few hours had died down. There was also no sign 
of wild game anywhere.

“Anyone who goes too far never comes back from 
the forest,” one of the villagers had said the previous 
evening. “The forest now belongs to a werewolf... 
or some other devil.”

The peasant, of course, was wrong. The scraps of 
truth picked up from the tales of the villagers made 
it clear that it was a devil - not a werewolf - who 
liked the local thickets.

The witcher crouched down, noticing a fresh trail 
in the undergrowth. His hunch was right; it was 
a Fiend, and quite a big one at that...

He reached to his waist to make sure the bomb, 
called the ‘Devil’s Puffball’, was strapped in place. 
Then he took a small vial from his pouch and un-

corked it. He applied special oil to the blade with 
practiced precision.

In the fight against a beast that can kill a rider and 
its horse with one stroke of the paw... there are 
no holds barred. Moreover, they are absolutely es-
sential.

Straightening up, he saw movement at the edge 
of his field of vision. A dark shape flitted through 
the bushes. The witcher closed his eyes and took 
a deep breath.

He was ready...

And I? I was sitting in the village then, waiting for 
his return from the forest with the others. And he 
came back, of course - barely standing up actually 
- but he crawled back. And after they had sewed 
and put him back together, he collected the prize... 
and we went on.

The Chronicles of Benno Kobart,  
excerpt from Chapter XIII, Dangers on the Trail



Manticore Witcher components

1 Player Board

1 Wooden  
Shield Marker

1 Witcher Miniature  
with a color base

1 Troll Miniature 1 Troll Token
1 Troll  

Monster card

10 Starting Action Cards

quick slash rending blow push
aard

yrden

4 Witcher Trophy Cards

 trophy 

manticore school

A manticore is a monster 

composed of a lion,  

scorpion, and bat.  

The witcher, knocked down  

by your blow, now looks like  

a decomposed manticore 

lying straight… on the ground.

Once per Fight:  

during your Fight Turn,  

you may discard any 1 Potion  

to deal 1 Damage.

 trophy 

manticore school

The witchers  

from the Manticore school  

are famous for their 

resistance to alchemical 

substances. What a pity that 

they are not resistant  

to steel...

Once per Fight:  
during your Fight Turn,  

you may discard any 1 Potion  
to deal 1 Damage.

 trophy 
manticore school

Well… Don’t expect  
the Manticore to arouse fear 

in this area anymore.

Once per Fight:  during your Fight Turn,  you may discard any 1 Potion  to deal 1 Damage.

5 Wooden cubes 

1 Scoring Token 
and 1 plastic  

Scoring Token

Troll Monster Components

29 Large Monster Cards 18 Weakness Tokens

15 Mutagen Cards

blue mutagen

If your card Combo 

has a Fast Attack (blue) card 

and a Dodge (green) card: 

red mutagen
If your card Combo 

has no cards that increase
 your card draw:  

green mutagenIf in the last step of your Fight Turn, you are to draw over your Hand-Limit of 7:

40 Advanced Action Cards

sweeping aard

 Roll a die:

1-3: deal 0 Damage

4-6: deal 2 Damage

pirouette

To purchase Pirouette,  

trash 1 card from your hand.

If a Offensive Sign (purple) card 

precedes Pirouette in the Combo,  

deal 1 more Damage. 

evasion

If that card is discarded (either from 
hand or from the deck) as a result 
of opponent’s Attack: immediately 

raise your Shield level by 2.

critical hit

To purchase Critical Hit,  trash 1 card from your hand.  Draw 0 cards in the last Step of  this Fight Turn.

sneak attack

 Roll a die:1-3: deal 2 Damage4-5: deal 3 Damage6: deal 4 Damage

28 Bomb Cards

Draw the first or second card  

from the top of your discard pile. 

Samum

They say it’s a trapped desert wind.Apart from witchers, self-proclaimed witch hunters  

are also eager to use the dimerite bomb.

Against a Monster: after the Monster 

uses its Special Passive Ability -  

use it to neglect the effect. 

Against a Witcher: use before  

creating the Life Pool. Temporarily,  

during this Fight only, your opponent’s 

Specialty level is lowered to 1.

Dimeritium BombNorthern Wind

The very thought of this firecracker 
can freeze the blood in the veins!

Look at the 3 cards  
from the opponent’s hand  

(Monster Fight: top of the deck)  
and discard 1 of them. Put the 
remaining back in any order. 

Dancing Star

When thrown into a monster’s nest, it may end the fight 
before the witcher has time to reach for the sword.

Deal 1 Damage and draw 1 card. If used against a Monster  with a “Nest” in the name –  deal 2 Damage and draw  2 cards instead. 

Deal 1 Damage. If you play an Offensive Sign  (purple) card in your Combo  during this Figh Turn,  deal 1 additional Damage.

Dragon’s Dream

Dragons dream of a powerful all-consuming fire. 
The name of this bomb speaks for itself.

4 Special Monster Fight Cards

troll
For a moment there you thought 

you were dead as your cuts 
were stopped by the monster’s 

rockhide armour, preventing any 

injuries. Then, the troll managed 

to force your back against the 
cavern wall. It raised its fists 

to cave in your skull, but it was 

too slow. You drove your blade 

into the troll’s guts with all your 
strength and felled it to the 

ground. The damned monster 
chipped your sword!

Once per Fight: during your Fight Turn, when you 
have no cards left in your deck, deal 2 Damage.

11 Unique  
Action Cards  

sharp claws

special action

If there are at least 2 Fast Attack (blue) 

cards in this Combo, raise your Shield 

level by 1.

dazzle

special action

Before resolving this Combo: if your 

Shield level is 0, pick any 1 card from 

your deck and add it to your hand. 

After, shuffle your deck.

palsy spell

special action
If this card is discarded from your 
deck (not hand) as a result of your 

opponent’s Attack, immediately pick 
any 1 card from your discard pile and 
add it to your hand. It can not be this 

card.

hidden blade

special actionIf you have no cards in your deck,  this card deals 1 additional Damage.

deep breath

special actionAfter resolving this combo, choose 1 
of the Potions used during this Fight. 
Flip it back face up and add it back to 
your Potions. The previous use does 
not count towards your Potion limit.

1 per each Witcher  
in the base game, the Manticore 
Witcher, and each Mage from the 

Mages Expansion 

outnumber

The Player takes 2 Damage. 

During the Player’s next Fight 

Turn, they may only play a Combo 

of 1 card.

tearing

The Player discards 1 Defensive 

Sign (yellow) card from their 

hand. If they are not able to dis-

card it, they take 4 Damage.

call of the night

The Player takes 3 Damage.

During the Player’s next Fight 

Turn, they deal 2 Damage less.

unrestrained hunger

If the Player’s Shield level is 0, 

they take 4 Damage. Otherwise, 

the Player takes 2 Damage. 

ghouls nest
During the Player’s first  

Fight Turn only,  

the Monster may only  

discard up to 2 cards  

(regardless of how much 

Damage is dealt by the 

Player).

battle frenzy

The Monster ignores 1 of the further 

Damage in this Player’s Fight Turn 

(if any).

poisoned spikes
The Player takes 1 Damage.During the Player’s next Fight Turn: the Player lowers their Shield level by 1 for each card in their Combo.

exploding spores
The Player takes 2 Damage and discards 1 random card from their hand (empty hand: 1 card from the top of the deck).

acid spit
The Player discards 3 cards from the top of their deck (empty deck: random cards from their hand).

overpowering vines 
The Player takes 3 Damage. During Step 4 of Player’s next Fight Turn, they draw a maxi-mum of 1 card.

archesporeThe Player must discard  any 1 of their unused Potions (with no effect) to initiate a Fight with this Monster.

cover over
If this Fight Turn Player’s Combo has no Offensive Sign (purple) card, the Monster ignores 2 of the further Damage in this Player’s Fight Turn (if any).

wildlife call 

The Player takes 3 Damage. 
Place 2 dice on the Leshen’s  

card.

binding vines

During the Player’s next Fight 
Turn, ignore Damage symbols in 
the Player’s Combo. Place 1 die 

on the Leshen’s card.

bear form

The Player takes Damage equal 
to the number of dice placed on 

the Leshen’s card.
During the Player’s next Fight 

Turn, the Fight Ability of the first 
card in the Combo has to deal at 
least 2 Damage. Otherwise, the 
Player cannot play their Combo.

wolf form

If the Player has the Trail token 
for Leshen and at least 1 Trail 

token more, they take 1 Damage. 
Otherwise, they take 4 Damage.

During Step 4 of Player’s next 
Fight Turn, they draw 1 card less.

leshen
Temporarily, during this  
Fight only, the Player’s  

Defense level is lowered by 1. 
Lower their Shield level if it is 

above their maximum.

teleportation 
The Player takes Damage equal to 
the number of dice placed on the 

Leshen’s card. If 0, the Player  
takes 1 Damage.

2
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To play this game you need The Witcher: Old World 
base game.

This Monster Trail Expansion consists of a few game 
modes that can be used separately or together. We 
suggest adding the game modes one by one.

Setup and gameplay remain the same except for not-
ed changes detailed for each mode below. 

MANTICORE SCHOOL WITCHER 

When choosing to use this, the Manticore School Witch-
er is used as any other Witcher in the base game. That 
Witcher has their own School Location and Witcher 
components.

Potion Tolerance Specialty: 

Once per Fight: during your Fight Turn, 
you may discard 1 unused Potion (if lev-
el 1, discard 2 Potions) to perform your 
Potion Tolerance Specialty and deal 
Damage (and, if level 3 or higher, draw 
2 cards).

TROLL MONSTER 

When choosing to use this, add the Troll Monster to the 
Monster pool.

The Troll Monster has a card and a token (if using 
the Deluxe version, it has a miniature).

MUTAGEN CARDS

When choosing to use this, shuffle all Mutagen cards 
together (to form the Mutagen deck) and place them 
face-down near the Potion deck.

During the game, each time you reach a next Level, 
instead of drawing 1 or 2 cards (as shown on your Player 
Board), you get a new Mutagen card.

When you get a new Mutagen card, draw 3 cards from 
the top of the Mutagen deck, choose 1 of them and shuf-
fle 2 remaining cards back with the deck. Put the chosen 
Mutagen in your play area.

When you get 2 Mutagen cards (by reaching the 4th 
and 5th Level), go through the steps described above 
two times.

Each Mutagen card has an Ability that can be used 
during the Fight. Each Mutagen that the Player owns, 
can be used once per Fight.

game modes
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BOMB CARDS 
 

When choosing to use this, shuffle all Bomb cards to-
gether (to form the Bomb deck) and place them face-
down near the Potion deck. 

During the game, each time you draw a Potion card 
(from any effect for any reason) you must immediately 
make a choice; either:

 � Draw 1 Potion from the top of the Potion deck as 
normal , or

 � Discard 1 Potion or 1 Gold to draw the top card from 
the Bomb deck instead.

You can carry up to 4 Potion and Bomb cards each (i.e., 
8 cards in total).

During a Fight, you may use a combined number of 
Potion and / or Bomb cards equal to, or lower than your 
Alchemy Level.

Bombs do not count as Potions (e.g., if an effect says, 
“discard Potions”, ignore Bombs you have).

Dimeritium Bomb explained: 

This Bomb has a special 
ability that works only  
if you use the “Monster 
Weakness and Special 
Attacks” Game Mode.  
If you are not using that 
mode, put Dimeritium 
Bomb cards back into 
the game box.

ADVANCED ACTION CARDS 

There are 10 different types of Advanced Action cards 
in the game, 4 copies of each.

When choosing to use this, you may immediately add 
all 40 Advanced Action cards at once, or do it gradual-
ly. If you choose to add them gradually, choose what 
types of cards to add, then add all 4 cards of each of 
the chosen types.

I have already written about potions that would send 
an ordinary mortal to the grave, as for the witchers - on 
the contrary - they allow them to endure longer in battle. 
However, it must be honestly admitted that all these 
potions are only a part of the alchemical specifics that 
witchers can prepare.

Bombs are of particular interest to me, although I rarely 
have met those who use them. They said that - yes - the 
right bomb on hand would not hurt, but its preparation 
is expensive, and requires a lot of time. Therefore, only 
those who knew that they had a really demanding fight 
ahead of them made sure they had it at hand. A pity, 
because it is a view to admire!

The Chronicles of Benno Kobart, a fragment of chapter 
XVII, Swords and Stones, or How We Made Everything 
a Deadly Weapon.

Potion deck

Bomb deck

Apart from witchers, self-proclaimed witch hunters  
are also eager to use the dimerite bomb.

Against a Monster: after the Monster 
uses its Special Passive Ability -  

use it to neglect the effect. 
Against a Witcher: use before  

creating the Life Pool. Temporarily,  
during this Fight only, your opponent’s 

Specialty level is lowered to 1.

Dimeritium Bomb

[...] I will not say that I am a combat or fencing master, 
because I had the sword in my hand only once… when 
I was asked to take it to the armorer. But I saw ‘things’ 
in my life. I was, among other things, a witness of a tav-
ern murder, in which the witcher from the Viper school 
took a powerful punch on the ribs with his chair leg, and 
a moment later, he was in a battle trance and knocked 
down four biggies before the others even realized who 
had hit them! I do not hesitate to say, that among the top 
ten warriors on the continent, at least seven are adepts 
from one of the witcher schools. What a well-trained 
witcher can do in combat is indescribable. I wish you, 
reader, to see for yourself one day - but not feel on your 
own skin at the same time!

The Chronicles of Benno Kobart, excerpt from Chapter 
XVI, What is a Witcher?



All chosen cards are shuffled with the main Action 
deck, before the Action card pool is prepared on the 
main board.

Before you shuffle the cards together, you may want to 
explain each new Action card to all players at the table. 

All Advanced Action cards have text explanations on  
the bottom of the card. 1

Gray cards  

Some of the Advanced 
Action cards have a gray 
color. 2  

It is a new card color, so it 
doesn’t match the color of 
any Combo Extensions.

Each gray card has a Wild 
Terrain symbol. 3

Passive abilities
Some of the Advanced 
Action cards (Retaliation 
and Evasion) have a passive ability 4  that is triggered 
during the Fight. The passive ability is triggered if the 
card is discarded as a result of Damage taken – either 
from the deck or Player’s hand.

Trashing a card as a cost
Some cards require you to trash 
a card (from your hand) as part 
of the cost to purchase it. When 
purchasing such a card, the 
Player chooses 1 card from their 
hand and trashes it. When gain-
ing this card, ignore +1 / -1 sym-
bols on the Main Board. Trashing 
a card is the only cost.

You can not choose a card with a trash cost from the 
Vengerberg Location Action, or any effect telling you to 
take a 0, 1, or 2-cost card.

However, when told to gain any card from the pool, you 
can choose a card with a trash cost (and you do not have 
to trash a card in this case to take it). 

Rolling dice

Cards may tell you to roll 
dice; depending on the 
result, the effect chang-
es.

Traveling ability

Endurance Action card 
has an ability that is us-
able during Phase I (of 
the Player’s Turn). It has 
no additional abilities 
during a Fight.

WITCHER UNIQUE ACTION CARDS 

When choosing to use this, add the Unique card to each 
Witcher staring deck. 

Each card has the Witcher’s art depicted on it, so you 
can quickly determine which deck to add it to.

Each Player now begins the game with 11 cards in their 
starting deck.

When also using Mages:

Each Mage starting deck also gets 1 Unique Action card. 
Each card has the Mage’s art depicted on it, so you can 
quickly determine which deck to add it to.

retaliation

If that card is discarded (either from 
hand or from the deck) as a result 

of opponent’s Attack, your opponent 
immediately receives 2 Damage.

2

1

4

3

pirouette

To purchase Pirouette,  
trash 1 card from your hand.

If a Defensive Sign (yellow) card 
precedes Pirouette in the Combo,  

deal 1 more Damage. 

sweeping aard

 Roll a die:
1-3: deal 0 Damage
4-6: deal 2 Damage

endurance

travel

When using this card in Phase I,  
you may perform two Movements  

(ignoring the first Location Action).

[...] they don’t like each other, what can I say. But it is no 
wonder that the leather sellers from one marketplace 
do not embrace each other in the evenings, when they 
spend all day stealing clients from one another.

Interesting things, however, result from witcher animos-
ity. You can get the impression that each school wants 
to stand out, and shine from the rest. From an early age, 
they prepare students in their own ways, believing that 
their ideas will bring the best results. Who’s right? I am 
not the one to judge.

The Chronicles of Benno Kobart, excerpt from Chapter 
XVI, What is a Witcher?

yrden
aard

pushrending blow
quick slash

deep breath

special action

After resolving this combo, choose 1 

of the Potions used during this Fight. 

Flip it back face up and add it back to 

your Potions. The previous use does 

not count towards your Potion limit.

5



MONSTER WEAKNESS  
AND SPECIAL ATTACKS 

Game Setup:

When choosing to use this, use the large Monster cards  
(instead of the regular-sized ones), both during game 
setup and when new Monsters are spawned.

The regular-sized Monster cards are kept in a pile near 
the Game Board; they are still used as Trophies after 
a player kills a Monster. 

Instead of keeping the three Monster cards on the Game 
Board, Players should keep them near it.

The large Monster cards have two sides and Players 
should keep the side with Special Attacks face-up 1 . 
Players may look at both of the sides of the large Mon-
ster cards at any time.

There are three sets of Monster Weakness Tokens, each 
set contains 6 tokens (for a total of 18 tokens). Shuffle 
and keep them face-down and separate from the Loca-
tion Tokens.

After the three starting Monsters are placed on the Game 
Board, Players draw 1 Location Token of a corresponding 
Terrain Type for each Monster, and place a random face-
down Weakness Token on that Location. If there are 1 (or 
more) Witchers at that Location, discard this token and 
draw another Location Token instead. These steps are 

repeated – if needed – until a Weakness Token is placed 
on a Location containing no Witchers. 

After 3 different Weakness Tokens are placed face-down 
on the map, all Location Tokens revealed during this 
step are shuffled back together.

There are 4 Special Attack cards in this Expansion.

Players shuffle the regular 20 Monster Fight cards and 
draw 4 of them – those cards are placed face-down back 
in the game box and are not used.

Another 4 regular Monster Fight cards are placed face-
down near the large Monster cards. Those will appear 
in the game later.

The remaining 12 Monster Fight cards are shuffled to-
gether with the 4 Special Attack cards to create a 16-card 
Monster Attack Deck. When fighting with a Monster, 
Players draw an appropriate number of cards from that 
deck. After the Monster Fight, all the 16 cards are shuf-
fled back together.

When a Level 3 Monster appears in the game for the 
first time, the 4 Monster Fight cards, that were placed 
aside before, are added to the deck. At this point it should 
include 20 cards and remains that way for the remainder 
of the game.

Gameplay:

Weakness Tokens:
Entering a Location with a Weakness Token

When the Player enters a Location with a Weakness 
Token, they reveal it immediately and place it next to 
the Player Board.

1
pulling underwater

The Player discards 1 Defensive 

Sign (yellow) card from their 

hand. If they are not able to 

discard it, they take 5 Damage. 

Glustywrop immediately per-

forms its next Fight Turn.

tong attack 

The Player takes 4 Damage. 

During the Player’s next Fight 

Turn, ignore Shield symbols in 

the Player’s Combo.

sharp teeth  

The Player lowers their Shield 

level to 0 and discards any 2 

cards from their hand (empty 

hand: from the top of their deck).

tail bash

The Player takes 5 Damage. 

During Step 4 of Player’s next 

Fight Turn, they draw 2 cards 

less.
glustyworp

During the Player’s first  

Fight Turn only, they can deal  

a maximum of 1 Damage.

hard armor 

The Monster ignores all of the 

further Damage in this Player’s Fight 

Turn (if any). The Player draws 2 

Potions and reset their Potions limit.

glustyworp
Glustyworp spends most of its time under water, and thanks to its 
tail fan it swims fabulously. Before creating the Life Pool: the Glustyworp’s Life Pool is de-
creased by 2.

Glustyworp most often tries to drag its prey into the water by using 
its prehensile cephalic arms. Protecting yourself from this is crucial 
in combat.
Before creating the Life Pool: raise your Shield level to 4 (ignore 
your Defense level).

The hard, bristling with appendages shell of the glustyworp makes 
that only precise and strong cuts can injure it. During your first Fight Turn: deal 1 Damage more for each Strong 
Attack (red) card in your Combo.
Glustyworp’s body is covered with seaweed, which allows it to mask 
itself perfectly under the water surface. You take the first Fight Turn during the Fight with Glustyworp.Few people live long enough to be able to tell about it after seeing the 

glustyworp - this is probably why, according to many, this monster is just 
figments and fairytales. After creating the Life Pool: draw 2 cards from your deck.Glustyworp poses a danger to river transport, willingly attacking ships and barges. 

Hiring yourself as a guard on board can guarantee you some extra income. 
Place 2 Gold on this Weakness token. If you Defeat Glustyworp, draw that Gold.

face-up face-down
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Then, the Player reads the paragraph on the large Mon-
ster card that occupies the same Terrain Type as the 
token revealed – the number on the token shows which 
paragraph to read. 

The first part of the text 1  is a thematic description, 
and the second part 2  describes the special ability that 
Player gets when fighting against a particular Monster.

The Player keeps the revealed Weakness Token face-
up on their Player Board. A Player may have multiple 
Weakness Tokens at any given time – either of the same 
or different types.

After reading the paragraph, a new Weakness Token, 
with the same Terrain Type, is placed on the Game 
Board. In order to do so, a Location Token (with the 
same Terrain Type) is drawn, and the Weakness Token 
is placed there face-down. 

If there is a Witcher in that Location, a new Location To-
ken is drawn. These steps are repeated – if needed – until 
a Weakness Token is placed on a Location containing 
no Witchers. Then, all Location Tokens revealed during 
this step are shuffled back together. In other words – 
there should always be 3 different Weakness Tokens 
face-down on the Game Board. 

If there is no Location token with the same Terrain Type 
in the pool, the Player to the right of the Active Player 
chooses any Location of that Terrain Type, and the Weak-
ness Token is placed there.

The only exception to the above rule is a situation, when 
all 6 Weakness Tokens have been collected already. In 
this situation, a new Weakness Token is not placed on 
the Game Board.

Using Weakness Tokens during the Fight

When a Player begins the Fight with a Monster, before 
it begins, they may use all of their Weakness Tokens 
for that particular Monster. The Player does not discard 
used Weakness Tokens, unless the text on Monster’s 
card says to do it.

The Player may decide to use only some of their Weak-
ness Tokens in the Fight.

Clean-Up after the Fight

If the Monster remains on the Game Board after the 
Fight, the Player keeps their Weakness Tokens.

If the Monster was killed or driven away, all Players must 
give back the Weakness Tokens related to that Monster 
back to the pool. Then, all 6 Weakness Tokens are shuf-
fled together face-down.

After a new Monster is placed on the Game Board, Play-
ers place 1 Weakness token, following the steps in the 
Game Setup of that Mode.

Special Monster Attacks:

While you play the game with this Mode, you use large 
Monster cards.

Each card shows Life Pool and a Monster Ability that 
is exactly the same as on their regular Monster cards.

The card also has a description of 4 Special Attacks and 
a Passive Attack Ability.

In the Monster Life Pool there will most likely be one or 
more Special Monster Attacks. 

1. If the Special Monster Attack card is revealed during 
the Monster Attack, the Special 
Attack is activated, regardless if 
“Charge” or “Bite” was chosen.

An appropriate description from 
the large Monster card is read and 
the effect is applied.

2. The Special Monster Attack card may also be re-
vealed as a Result of Damage dealt by the Player.

If that happens, the Player controlling the Monster 
Life Pool stops discarding any further cards.

The Special Passive Ability is read, and the 
effect applied. 

Then, if any additional Damage was sup-
posed to be dealt, the Player continues to 
discard the cards.

It is possible to activate a Passive Ability more than once 
during the same Fight Turn.

Gaining a Monster Trophy:

If the Player defeats the Monster they gain the Trophy 
of that Monster. They search through the pile of regular 
Monster cards to find it and place it face up below their 
Player Board. The large Monster card of that Monster is 
put back into the box.

glustyworp

Glustyworp spends most of its time under water, and thanks to its 

tail fan it swims fabulously. 

Before creating the Life Pool: the Glustyworp’s Life Pool is de-

creased by 2.

Glustyworp most often tries to drag its prey into the water by using 

its prehensile cephalic arms. Protecting yourself from this is crucial 

in combat.
Before creating the Life Pool: raise your Shield level to 4 (ignore 

your Defense level).

The hard, bristling with appendages shell of the glustyworp makes 

that only precise and strong cuts can injure it. 

During your first Fight Turn: deal 1 Damage more for each Strong 

Attack (red) card in your Combo.

Glustyworp’s body is covered with seaweed, which allows it to mask 

itself perfectly under the water surface. 

You take the first Fight Turn during the Fight with Glustyworp.

Few people live long enough to be able to tell about it after seeing the 

glustyworp - this is probably why, according to many, this monster is just 

figments and fairytales. 

After creating the Life Pool: draw 2 cards from your deck.

Glustyworp poses a danger to river transport, willingly attacking ships and barges. 

Hiring yourself as a guard on board can guarantee you some extra income. 

Place 2 Gold on this Weakness token. If you Defeat Glustyworp, draw that Gold.

1

2

Cidaris

55
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MONSTER TRAIL 
 AND OTHER EXPANSIONS

The Monster Trail may be combined with some other 
Expansions. During the first game with this Expan-
sion, we suggest not to use any other Expansion. 
When Players are familiar with this Expansion, they 
may use the Monster Trail Expansion with:

 � Mages Expansion

 � Legendary Hunt Expansion

 � Adventure Pack Expansion 

 � Skellige Expansion

 � Wild Hunt Expansion.

If you combine Monster Trail and Wild Hunt Expan-
sions, keep in mind that the gameplay may be more 
difficult or easier depending on the game modes 
you use.
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